
TEMPORARY FENCES AND GATES
PRODUCT BROCHURE

BROCHURE

A wide range of mobile fences, gates and accessories. Developed, produced 
and packaged in our own factory in Beek en Donk in the Netherlands.
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1 CUSTOM PRODUCTS FROM OUR OWN FACTORY
All Thibo products are designed, tested and 
manufactured for daily and intensive use. Need a 
specific size, a different colour or a standard item? We 
make it all. Produced in our factory in Beek en Donk. 

In addition to being a producer, Thibo is also a 
wholesaler. When it comes to permanent and 
temporary fencing and access systems, we’ve got 
everything you’ll need. 

2 SERVICE AND DELIVERY RELIABILITY
Thanks to our short lead times and large volumes, 
we guarantee correct and fast delivery, often directly 
from stock. Our regular carriers have been selected 
for consistently delivering as agreed. This assures high 
delivery reliability and excellent service for you. 

3 SAFETY AND QUALITY
Safe quality products, with a long service life. That’s 
what you can expect from Thibo. To ensure this, we 
produce everything according to strict European 
guidelines and test every product extensively. So you 
are guaranteed top quality.

4 A MAXIMUM SERVICE LIFE
Qualitative, safe, user-friendly and reliable. That’s the 
standard our products live up to. Exactly the right type 
of fence for every situation. 

WHY THIBO
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RANGE
Mobile fences bought with ease directly from 
the manufacturer! As the leading specialist 
in temporary fencing, Thibo offers exactly 
the right type of mobile fence for every 
situation and budget. Thanks to our many 
years of experience in the field of steel and 
wire products, we have put together a range 
of top-grade mobile fencing suitable for any 
project.

At our site in Beek en Donk, we manufacture 
mobile fences and related products ourselves. 
As a result, most fences are available directly 
from stock and we are able to stay on top of 
quality control. So you are guaranteed to get 
the best fences for your project quickly.

CUSTOM PRODUCTS
Looking for something special that is not in 
our standard range? Our engineers are happy 
to work with you to develop a robust bespoke 
product. This is then produced using our 
modern machinery.

TEMPORARY 
FENCING
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Additional corner 
reinforcement thanks 
to welded-on corners. 
A mobile fence for 
multiple uses.

EXTENSIVE 
STANDARDISED RANGE
Our modern machinery and optimised 
processes mean we offer an extensive 
standardised product range, with various 
options for customisation.

A MOBILE FENCE FOR EVERY SITUATION
Multiple types, meshes and 
reinforcements possible. A suitable 
mobile fence for every situation. Choose 
from the many standard models!

EXCELLENT 
PRICE-QUALITY RATIO

PRODUCED 
IN OUR OWN FACTORY

WITH MAXIMUM SERVICE 
LIFE
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+ Additional corner reinforcement 
with machine-welded supports. 
Possible with pre-galvanised and 
post-galvanised mobile fencing.

+

+ A safe building site with City Fence panels prevents 
distractions from traffi c and makes unwanted 
attachment of bicycles impossible.

An ultra-light mobile fence due to 
the standard mobile fence mesh.

+

Anti-climb protection 
through High Security mesh.

+

A horizontal centre tube for an 
extra sturdy mobile fence. Also 

suitable for mobile fence curtains 
and nets.

A vertical centre tube for an 
extra sturdy mobile fence. 
Also suitable for mobile fence 
curtains and nets.

+

+

No welds due to rounded 
corners. A durable 

mobile-fence corner. +
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PRE-GALVANISED 
MOBILE FENCING
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TYPE

MESHES

REINFORCEMENT

Standard Round Top Access sections

Standard High Security /
anti-climb

City fence City fence combi

Welded-on 
corner

Welded-in corner / 
A4-weldd

Vertical 
centre tube

Horizontal centre 
tube

Pre-galvanised mobile fences are 
produced from pre-galvanised wire and 
tubes. The fences are carefully fabricated 
for optimum quality and immediate use 
on building sites. Or resell them to your 
customers, for guaranteed satisfaction. 

Our anti-climb/high-security fences are 
also ideal for events. Moreover, they are 
lightweight, making it possible to supply 
large volumes and offer very competitive 
prices.

UNIQUE A4-WELD MOBILE FENCES
Our A4-weld mobile fences have unique 
machine-welded corner supports. This 
construction offers ultimate durability 
and strength on site. Our machine-
welded corner supports are even applied 
to pre-galvanised mobile fencing, giving 
you top quality at an affordable price.

Welded by machine

The lighter
‘Light’ mobile fences 
on request
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POST-GALVANISED 
MOBILE FENCES
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TYPE

MESHES

REINFORCEMENT

Standard Access sections

Standard

Welded-in 
corner / A4-weld

Vertical centre 
tube

Horizontal centre 
tube

Other meshes on 
request

The tubes and wire of post-galvanised 
mobile fences are produced from bare 
material. Each mobile fence is carefully 
assembled and then hot-dip galvanised 
into a top-quality product.

Hot-dip galvanised mobile fences are 
heavy and therefore stable and have 
a long service life. They are perfectly 
suited for various rental purposes and 
projects with very high demands. 
Whether you need a mobile fence for 
a temporary building site or for a long-
term project, enjoy maximum longevity 
with these sturdy and robust post-
galvanised mobile fences.

Thanks to our streamlined production 
process, we offer a highly competitive 
standard range at very competitive 
prices.

Standard - machine-welded

High Security /
anti-climb

Option - hand-welded

The lighter 
‘Eco’ mobile fences 
on request



Standard 
clamp
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ACCESSORIES
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Turn your fence into a solid and safe 
partition with Thibo’s mobile-fence 
accessories. Here you will fi nd all the 
supplies you need to achieve the 
desired end result. The right accessories 
for every mobile or site fence. Thibo’s 
mobile fence accessories are of the 
highest quality and extensively tested 
in the fi eld. So you are assured of secure 
fencing around your site.

Are you looking for a particular 
accessory that is not pictured? No 
worries! Our range includes many more 
accessories.

For more accessories and information, 
visit www.thibo.nl. Log in to My Thibo 
with your personal account. 

+ Mobile fence 
security clamp

+Mobile-fence 
curtain

+ Mobile fence 
security clamp 60/40

+ Pointed-spike top 
Ø 60mm

+ Pointed-spike top 
Ø 40mm

+ Zinc-plated 
pointed wire

+

+ Small 
base plate

+ Concrete base, 
standard (35kg) 
or light (25kg)

+Mobile fence 
clamp 60/40

+ Ø 60mm tube for 
semi-permanent 
fencing

+Plastic base

+Support tube

+Mobile fence 
ground stake



MESH

Standard LightLight

EXTRAS

With fi tted nameplate 
as standard
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CRUSH BARRIERS
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Very strong, easy to connect and 
competitively priced. These are the three 
main features of Thibo’s crush barriers. 
With this type of fence, you are super 
fl exible in creating pedestrian routes.

The crush barriers have the following 
features:
• A size of approx. 250 x 110 cm
• Fully hot-dip galvanised for a long 

service life
• A hook/eye connection to link the fences 

quickly
• Easy to transport with our handy crush 

barrier rack

Crush barriers have a lot to put up with. 
From one project to another, truck in and 
truck out. No worries! Thibo’s steel crush 
barriers can really take a beating. Hot-dip 
galvanised steel also provides an extra 
protective layer, so the fence will last a long 
time.



Crush-barrier 
transport rack
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TRANSPORT
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MOBILE-FENCING TRANSPORT

CRUSH-BARRIER TRANSPORT

Horizontal 
transport

Vertical 
transport

Transport rack for mobile 
fences and accessories

Thibo has a wide range of crush-barrier or 
mobile-fencing transport racks. Transport 
racks allow you to easily transport and 
store mobile fences or crush barriers.

The transport racks are set up to take 
the maximum capacity of fences and/
or accessories. This ensures very orderly 
storage during transport and on site. The 
transport racks are fi tted with forklift slots 
that make moving with a forklift easy. This 
saves a lot of work and back pain!

BENEFITS OF TRANSPORT 
RACKS
• Easy to transport
• Easy to store
• Speeds up the setup process
• Keeps materials in good 

condition

Mobile fencing+
Support tubes+

Mobile-fence 
bases

+ Mobile-fence clamps +
Ground pins+

+
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ACCESS
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When you deploy fencing to secure a 
project, it is obviously useful to get onto 
the site easily and quickly, for authorised 
people at least.

Thibo has several gates and accessories 
that provide this access. With the 
various gate accessories available, the 
gate is integrated into the fence in no 
time.

In addition to the various pedestrian 
gate versions, Thibo also has a handy 
guide set to turn a mobile fence into a 
sliding gate and offers the ultimate in 
convenient access for large vehicles with 
the fully ‘Plug & Play’ Portára automated 
sliding gate!



Sliding gate set
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GATES
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Mobile fence with 
pedestrian gate

SLIDING GATES

SWING GATES

Portára - 
automatically or 
manually operated

For easy access to your site, it is useful to 
install a pedestrian gate in your fencing 
or turn one or more construction fences 
into a wide entrance gate. Various hinge 
options can be used for this, and Thibo’s 
mobile fence wheel is a godsend for 
smooth opening and closing motion.

For more gate accessories, go to op 
www.thibo.nl. Log in to My Thibo using 
your personal account.

Pedestrian 
gate round top

Pedestrian gate 
standard corners
High-security or 
standard mesh

+

Mobile fence 
hinge

+

Gate wheel+

Mobile fence lock+

Double Vesta - automatically or 
manually operated



PORTÁRA - 
MOBILE FENCE 
SLIDING GATE
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PLUG & PLAY
The Portára aluminium sliding gate is very 
well suited as a temporary gate for your 
building site or other grounds. The Portára 
consists of a high-quality aluminium gate 
with a sturdy wire panel and can be installed 
either left- or right-handed. The sliding gate 
fits seamlessly with our mobile fencing, but 
can also be used with bar mesh fencing or 
wire mesh fencing.

This sliding gate comes fully Plug & Play 
ready. Thanks to the prefabricated bases 
with forklift cut-outs, the gate is set up in 
no time and is ready for immediate use. Is 
the sliding gate on your current project no 
longer needed? Dismantling is also easy. 
This makes the Portára multi-purpose for 
multiple projects.
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Prefab concrete base. 
Easy to place thanks to 
forklift cut-outs.

+

+Ground clearance 
max. 17 cm.

Gate equipped with 
anti-climb wire panel.

+

Mobile fence easily 
connected to the closing 
and sliding mechanisms.

+

6 active safety strips and photocells 
ensure that the gate does not 
harm people or vehicles.

+

Warning light+

+

The Portára has a standard size 
of 5, 6 or approx. 7 metres. Automatically or 

manually operated
+



FOR DIRECT USE ON BUILDING 
SITES OR OTHER AREAS

A WIDE RANGE FOR TEMPORARY 
FENCING AND ACCESSORIES

EXCELLENT PROTECTION 
FOR YOUR SITE
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